Today we did gardening. Ruth talked about what we have to do. I had to plant some flax lilies. Then we had a rest on the playground. By Declan.

Gardening is fun. By Jasmine.

Today in gardening I planted lots of plants. Other things I did: mixed soil, watered plants and had fun. By Cassidy.

3 & 4 JY has been gardening. We did planting, collecting eggs, labelling, cooking, watering the garden and turning the compost heap. 3 & 4JY loves gardening. By Nakia.

3 & 4JY did gardening. First I got a pitch fork and dug in the compost heap. Then I swapped with Riley. I also collected the scrap buckets. It was so fun. By Lara.

I took the bucket in to the chooks. I got the eggs. By Aidan.

Today at gardening I fed the chooks. I got to pat some chooks and it was fun.

---

**LUNCH WALLET**

Canteen is introducing the option of purchasing a lunch wallet which is designed to replace paper lunch bags at our school at a cost of $7.00 each

- Environmentally friendly and re-usable (last child’s primary school life time)
- Designed to fold and fit into school bag
- Easy to wipe clean with a damp cloth
- Hygienic zipper pocket to secure and separate money from contact with food
- Clear pocket to display name and class
- Design allows more food to fit inside compared to paper bags.
- Colour edging -
  - blue, green, pink

Orders and money are due at the school office by **Friday 4th March**. No orders taken after this date.

Family Name: _________________________________________________________

Home Group: ____________ How many: [ ] Pink [ ] Blue [ ] Green [ ]
By Piper.

Today at gardening my job was feeding the chooks. I was scared but I had to go into the chook pen. I was the one to feed the chooks. By Breanna.

Today I went gardening. I collected the food scrap buckets. I pulled the fence out. I felt excited. By Riley.

We got the eggs from the chook shed. We fed the chooks. We watered the plants. By Caeleb.

Today at gardening we did: pull the wire fence down; I picked some tomatoes; watered some of the plants; put the classroom buckets back in the right room. By Paige.

Today in gardening I labelled 3 flax lily labels. I also watered some plants in front of the staffroom. By Natalie.

GRADES 3 & 4 JY HAVE BEEN WORKING ON PERSUASSIVE TEXT.
They were asked to convince their reader that their favourite holiday destination was worth visiting.

You should go to Phillip Island because it is fantastic.
Firstly you should go to Phillip Island because of the fairy penguins, they are so cute.
By Edward.

My favourite holiday place is Darwin.
Go to Darwin if you want to see all the best sights, like at this plant nursery, there is a huge dinosaur ornament.
Plus there is a National Park with the Buley Rock Holes, Florence Falls and another place with heaps of water and even more bats!!
And the caravan park we stayed at, gee, fun, fun and Fun!! There was an awesome pool it had a rock fountain and a bar next to it.
To conclude all this I will have to say go to Darwin! What reasons do you have to not go. The cyclones may be one reason but who cares. By Natalie.

You should go to Port Arlington because the beach is right near you and you can fish at Port Arlington. I caught a starfish there.
Firstly it hardly rains there in Port Arlington.
It is very warm up at Port Arlington.
Lastly you will make heaps of friends.
We have been going to Port Arlington because it is a very good place to go and I have 13 friends there. I have fun so you will have fun!! By Paige.

My favourite holiday place is Ballarat Wildlife Park. You should go because you get to pat animals and there’s deadly animals.
You see kangaroos, snakes and lizards, eagles and emus and all that.
My favourite animal is an eagle because they have humongous wings.
Thirdly there’s animals that you like.
I have been there one time. It was fantastic. By Caeleb.

My favourite place is Echuca, you should go there.
Firstly go there because they have cool souvenirs.
Secondly they have fun playgrounds.
Thirdly I like the train ride.
I have only been there once. By Riley.
My favourite holiday destination is Sydney.  
You should go to Sydney because the Sydney Harbor bridge is wonderful.  
Firstly the Sydney Harbor bridge is nice to climb up.  
Secondly I’d like to go to Luna Park under the bridge.  
*By Breanna.*

My favourite holiday place is the blue mountains because:  
Firstly you can go to this hitch hiker place and you can go on a sky cart and you get to see the three sisters.  
Secondly it’s a very nice town and it’s very quiet and calm.  
Lastly there is this old holiday home for some other kids and they died a long time ago, so all their toys are on display. They have a big barbie collection and I loved it.  
So that is why I loved it and why you should go to the Blue Mountains too. It’s awesome.  
*By Cassidy.*

My favourite holiday destination is Mildura, because my dad’s relations are living there.  
Firstly I get spoiled with toys.  
Secondly I have friends there who play with me.  
Lastly it is hot there. And we go swimming.  
I have been to Mildura 2 times. I had a fun time.  *By Nakia.*

My favourite holiday destination is America. You should go to America because all the stars live there.  
You should go there so you are close to Miley Cyrus and Taylor Swift.  
Secondly their animals are different to ours, like the moose and bear.  
Lastly if you’re in Australia you have to travel in a plane. When you go there you will have lots of fun.  *By Lara.*

My favourite holiday destination is Queensland. You should go there to Queensland because you get to go swimming and you get to eat fish.  
Firstly I get spoilt and I get money as well.  
Secondly my cousins live up there.  
Thirdly there’s a big candy shop and there’s heaps of candy.  
I have been to Queensland 2 times and you should go to Queensland.  *By Aidan.*

My favourite holiday place is Sydney because.  
Firstly it has lots of good views.  
Secondly they have Sydney Harbor bridge and we drove across it once.  
Thirdly Lunar Park is the best ever park, I went there once.  
You should go there sometime if you haven’t yet.  *By Declan.*